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BackgroundUncovering an underlying telomere biology disorder (TBD) in patients with bonemarrow failure (BMF) has crucial
implications for treatment and outcomes, including hematopoietic cell transplantation and malignancy risk. Telomere length
(TL) testing of peripheral blood leukocytes by clinical Flow-FISH has become an important test in diagnosing TBDs. In seminal
studies, Alter et al. compared age-adjusted TL lengths (< or ≥1 st percentile) in lymphocytes (lymphs), granulocytes (grans),
and four lymph subsets in individuals with a known TBD and their unaffected relatives. They found that very low (VL) TL (<1 st

percentile) in lymphs had a sensitivity (Sens) of 97%, speci�city (Spec) of 91%, and positive predictive value (PPV) of 85% for
a TBD diagnosis. VL TL in 3 or 4 lymph subsets had slightly better test performance with a Sens of 98%, Spec of 94%, and
PPV of 89%. We hypothesized that test performance characteristics of �ow FISH would be different if applied to a ’real-world’
cohort, which could inform the use of TL in lymphs alone versus in the four lymph subsets for different clinical indications.
Methods We performed a search of the electronic medical record to identify all individuals who had Flow-FISH performed
at Texas Children’s Hospital from 2007 - 2022 (Figure 1). We excluded those who had the 2-panel test (lymphs and grans) or
family TL cascade testing. We collected the indication for and results of Flow-FISH, demographic and clinical characteristics,
and genetic testing information via chart review. A composite score (Comp Score) was created to de�ne TBD (Comp Score
of 1 or 2) vs. Not TBD (Comp Score <1). Performance of lymph TL alone and TL in 3 or 4 lymph subsets in predicting TBD was
evaluated using Sens, Spec, PPV, NPV, area under ROC curve (AUC), and Cohen’s Kappa statistic (k).
Results Our �nal cohort included 433 individuals who received the 6-panel test (lymphs, grans, and four lymph subsets) with
a median age of 9.7 years, range 0.06-22.6. Top indications for Flow-FISH were severe aplastic anemia (SAA) (n=106), mild
aplastic anemia (AA) (i.e., not ful�lling criteria for MAA or SAA) (103), cytopenias without known or documented bone marrow
hypoplasia or dysplasia (70), moderate aplastic anemia (MAA) (37), non-therapy-related myelodysplastic syndrome (26), and
an incidental TBD gene variant identi�ed through comprehensive sequencing (17). Twenty-two subjects (5.1%) had a TBD, 17
(3.9%) of which had a pathogenic/likely pathogenic variant (P/LPV) in a known TBD gene (Figure 1). Seven of those with SAA
(6.6%) had VL TL in lymphs, 5 (4.7%) of which also had VL TL in 3 or 4 of the lymph subsets, and only 1 (0.9%) had a TBD based
on Comp Score. Importantly, none had VL TL in 3 or 4 of the lymph subsets without VL TL in lymphs. Five of those with MAA
(13.5%) had VL TL in lymphs, all of which had VL TL in 3 or 4 lymph subsets. Three had a TBD based on Comp Score, and each
had a PV in a TBD gene; a TBD variant was not identi�ed in two despite exome sequencing and chromosomal microarray
testing. Eighteen of those with mild AA (17.5%) had VL TL in lymphs, 15 (14.6%) also had VL TL in 3 or 4 lymph subsets, 9 (8.7%)
had a TBD based on Comp Score, and 7 (6.8%) had a P/LPV in a TBD gene.
The Sens of TL in lymphs < vs. ≥ 1 st percentile and TL < 1 st percentile in 3 or 4 vs. < 3 lymph subsets against TBD based
on Comp Score in those with AA regardless of severity was 100%, and the Spec ranged from 90.4% (lymph TL testing alone
in mild AA) to 96.2% (lymph subsets testing in SAA) (Table 1). The PPV for both test approaches was low (≤20%) in SAA due
to the low prevalence of TBD in this population. PPV was between 50-60% in the other AA groups. The AUC for detecting a
TBD in the various AA groups was comparably high for both test approaches (0.95-0.98). The two tests had a substantial to
almost perfect agreement (k=0.82, p<0.001).
Conclusions This single institutional cohort demonstrates that the prevalence of TBD in young patients presenting with SAA
is remarkably low, and the Sens and Spec of TL testing in lymphs alone are suf�ciently high to detect the rare TBD patient
and prompt additional testing (e.g., genetics) in few patients due to false positive testing. The prevalence of TBD is higher in
those with MAA or mild AA, yet both test approaches detect all TBD patients. Spec level in mild AA is marginally higher with
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lymph subset TL testing but, at ˜94%, underscores the need for other clinical parameters (e.g., genetics) to establish a TBD
diagnosis in a small percentage of patients.
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Figure 1
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